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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
                             Spirals  -  Jamie Woon
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tabbed by: John Collum
Email: john_collum@hotmail.co.uk

Tuning:EADGBe

This tab is based on the acoustic cover of Spirals performed by Jamie Woon:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=foAyCD229R8

Woon plays around with the structure of the chords a little so listen and watch
the song 
to get the details for the chords and for the picking and palm muting.

Verse

    Dm7      Am7      Bm7      Dm7
e|---5--------0--------2--------5-------------------------------------------|
B|---6--------1--------3--------6-------------------------------------------|
G|---5--------0--(2)---2--(4)---5----------------Repeat---------------------|
D|---7--------2--------4--------7-------------------------------------------|
A|---5--------0--------2--------5-------------------------------------------|
E|---5--------0--------2--------5-------------------------------------------|

Chorus   (Final line of the chorus sometimes ends on Bm7 instead of Dm)

    A#       Am        Dm           or      Bm7
e|---6--------5--------10--------------------2----------|
B|---6--------5--------10--(11)--------------3----------|
G|---7--------5--------10---------Repeat-----2--(4)-----|
D|---8--------7--------12--------------------4----------|
A|---8--------7--------12--------------------4----------|
E|---6--------5--------10--------------------2----------|

Dm7
Purple-brown skylit streetlight 
Dm7
Walking home, there ain t a trace of moonlight
Am7
You hold out your hand and everything is so easy
        Bm7                        Dm7
And I think that s the part that scares me
Dm7
Do you feel the same?
Dm7
I ve been searching within



Dm7                                                        Am7
Looking for the point where you end and the place where I begin
                                Bm7              Dm7
It s taking so long now, babe

Dm7
Well, we bathe in the living room lamplight
Dm7                                                        Am7
Casting shadows on the walls that have heard these sighs before
Am7
I don t know if it s over
              Bm7                Dm7
I guess the years just made us older
Dm7
And I can t imagine life without you
Dm7                                   Am7
How, I built my world around you!
Am7                                       Bm7       Dm7
We ve been together so long now, babe

A#
I m seeing spirals
Am                      Dm            (repeat)    end on Bm7 on last repeat
I m moving with you again

Heavy ever-circling dawnlight
We ve been talking so long that we lost just who we are
Like we re looking for answers
Come on and make my heart a dancer
I wanna hear not another word spoken
Let s get lost inside this moment
And I won t take no for an answer now

I m seeing spirals
I m moving with you again

Enjoy the tab. Please rate and contact me with any comments.

| /  slide up
| \  slide down
| h  hammer-on
| p  pull-off
| ~  vibrato
| +  harmonic
| x  Mute note
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